
BBC Microcomputer and 
Electron games 

Go crystal-hunting in a monster-infested labyrinth! 
Or fire-fighting against a trail-blazing firebug. 
Do you dream of journeying through magical and 

mystical worlds searching for treasure? 
Or how about dicing with death as a gladiator in an 

arena littered with hostile alien creatures? 
Perhaps snatching victims from the jaws of an 

erupting volcano is your idea of fun? 
Such exploits are not for the faint-hearted. They call 

for razor-sharp reactions, tremendous powers of 
concentration and a photographic memory! 

But if you're game for adventure, read on! 



This is a game for advanced adventurers. 
Your voyage ofdiscovery begins in the deceptively 

peaceful setting of an English landscape but continues through 
over 400 different locations. Your objective is to survive long 
enough to find a hidden cave, huge beyond imagination. Once 

inside, you embark on a fantastic treasure-hunt in the 
mysterious world within the cavern. 

		 Only for the BBC Micro. 

ACHETON  



B ounce Arthur around the pyramid of cubes, landing 

on each one to change its colour and score points. As you 

complete more pyramids, you move on to hi

gher levels where jumping just once on each cube is not enough. Watch out for 

Sid Snake, Creepy Crabs and Sideways Sam who will chase 

you. And don't forget Devious Dan who will 

start changing all the cubes back again to their original colour.  



QUONDAM 

For experienced adventurers only, 
this is a journey through the 

magical, medieval world of Quondam. Your objective is to 
find and collect , the treasures scattered throughout this mysterious 
land and to deposit them in a safe place. Be cautious, though, for 
there are traps for the unwary— and many things are not as they 
seem ... 
Only for the BBC Micro. 
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TETRAPOD 
Crash-landing your spacecraft on an alien 

planet, you find yourself taken prisoner 
and dumped into an arena littered with dormant 
lizards and other hostile creatures. It's a battle 
to the death requiring skill and razor-sharp 
reactions. All bullets, yours or an opponent's, 
will bounce around the wall of the arena until 
they hit something — so beware, as even your 
own could be lethal.  chased by a motley bunch of monsters you 

must guide your paint roller round the 
edge of a maze of rectangles. As you complete 
four sides of the rectangle, it is automatically 
coloured in You gain extra points by colouring a 
rectangle containing one of the objects which 
appear at random. But make sure you don't run 
out of paint and watch out, for the number of 
monsters will increase. 

GO 
Go is an ancient board game for two 

players, with a tradition in the Far East 
going back thousands of years. It requires 

strategic insight and intuition as well as a strong 
calculating mind. The basic object of the game 
is to occupy areas of the board with 'stones' 

(either black or white). The player who controls 
most territory at the end of the game is the 
winner. Watch out for the trail-blazing firebug! 

While you are rescuing buckets of highly 
inflammable liquid and carrying them to the 
safety of a water tank, a firebug is racing 
around lighting fires! Armed with a fire 
extinguisher you have to put the fires 
out — but can you get there in time?  



LABYRINTH 
M ork is lost in the labyrinth — a hidden world of magic crystals, 

poison mushrooms, strange creatures and energy-giving fruit. 
Use your skill and memory to guide him through this monster maze. 
The object of the game is to find and collect the magic crystals which 
dissolve the force-fields existing between each level ofthe labyrinth. 
But beware — there are many strange creatures lurking in the depths of 
the labyrinth — and none of them are friendly!  
Only for the BBC Micro. 

Find your way around the maze of corridors 
inside a top secret installation. Your 

mission? To steal company secrets from your 
rival. A computer-controlled lift is your only way 
to each level of the building and you have to 
find the key to operate it. But tread carefully — 

robot guards have orders to shoot on sight  

Emergency! Four men are stranded on Mount 
Crona, an erupting volcano. In constant 

danger from the boulders flying from the mouth of 
the volcano, you have to haul each man to the safety 

of your Emergency Rescue Helicopter. It's a race 
against time. If the molten lava reaches the men they 
will die and become ghosts — dangerous and 

indestructible!  
Only for the BBC Micro. 
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